Collaborative filtering (CF) is an extensively studied topic in Recommender System. Recent approaches use the statistical framework based on local Taylor approximations to unify both user based and item based CF algorithms and improve the performance of estimating unknown ratings. In this paper, we propose a new Machine Learning approach based on Convolutional Neural Networks to exploit complex latent user-item relations, using features extracted from the neighborhood of unknown rating via local approximations. Experimental results on two benchmark data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach via comparing to state-of-the-art methods.
INTRODUCTION
Moving toward a digital era, the information overload creates a potential challenge for user to have timely access to information of interest. As a result, there has been huge amount of effort spent to develop recommendation system in the recent years [2] . Among the methods, collaborative filtering has become one of the most researched techniques since the term was coined in 1992 [6] . The fundamental assumption of CF is that if users rate a set of items similarly, or have similar behaviors (e.g., buying, watching, listening), they will rate or act on other items similarly [7, 17] . If we put the ratings in the structure of a user-item rating matrix, the task of predicting unknown ratings can be viewed as sparse matrix completion problem.
A realistic assumption for this problem is that the user or item in the matrix is exchangeable, i.e. the user could be located in any row of the matrix without changing the definition of problem. For such exchangeable data set, the ratings can be represented by a convenient latent variable model, where the ratings are modeled as a noisy signal of a "well-behaved" function evaluated over latent variables associated with the rows and columns [3, 9] . One popular way of solving this problem is based on low rank approximation Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. DLP-KDD'19, August 5, 2019, Anchorage, AK, USA © 2019 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6783-7/19/08. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10.1145/3326937.3341250 and matrix factorization (e.g. singular value decomposition SVD) [14] . Here the fundamental assumption is that the latent vectors of user and item can be approximately solved for and the underlining function mapping latent vectors of user and item to a rating is to do an inner product of two vectors.
Recently, a blind regression based statistical framework is proposed [4] to address CF problem. The method is based on the local approximation via Taylor expansion and has finite sample error bounds with minimal assumptions. An unknown rating is approximated using ratings in defined neighborhood. This also shed a light on why the traditional collaborative filtering approach works in practice. However, the weights to combine multiple generated approximations to create one final estimate are determined by the similarity measured with Gaussian kernel and thus the learned weights may not fit well on some data sets [4] .
In view of this, we propose a Machine Learning approach based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to improve the performance of unknown rating prediction by learning useful representation of neighborhood rating distributions. The proposed method consumes features extracted from the neighborhood of unknown ratings via local approximations, to learn implicit relations between items and users. Experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm via comparing to state-of-the-art methods.
ESTIMATING UNKNOWN RATINGS VIA LOCAL APPROXIMATION
In this section, we introduce how we apply the method proposed in [4] to estimate unknown ratings. Let u = 1, 2, .., M denote indices of M users and i = 1, 2, .., N denote indices of N items. A rating from user u for item i will be denoted as y i u , for example y i u ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The metadata for users (such as gender, age, etc) will be represented as Ψ and the meta data for items (for example movies are represented by genres, year of production, etc) will be represented as Φ. We also represent a set of observed user-item pairs as Γ, such that (u, j) ∈ Γ if y j u is observed. Our goal is to estimate the unobserved rating y i u given observed ones and user-item metadata.
To further illustrate the neighborhood matrix, all relevant ratings are put in Fig. 1 . There are three types of information represented by different shapes: ratings from same user (circles), ratings for same item (squares) and ratings from other user-item pairs (triangles).
Based on the assumption of local function approximation (Taylor's expansion), we use the following equation to estimate y i u given y j v , y j u and y i v : where Γ β (u, i) is the set of user-item pairs that has at least β overlapping ratings with user u and item i. We can use a weighted combination of generated estimates in Equation (1) to estimate unknown rating. Intuitively the similarity between users u and v, items i and j can be used to generate the weights.
A Gaussian kernel can be used to do a weighted combination of all estimations yielded by Equation (1) for the neighborhood [4] :
where λ is a predefined parameter, S u,v and S i, j are a pair-wise similarity measure for user and movie respectively:
where L u,v and L i, j is the number of overlapping ratings for user and movie respectively.
PROPOSED CNN MODEL
CNN is a state-of-the-art Machine Learning method which has shown strong capability in image recognition and natural language processing [11, 15] . Very recently CNN has also been applied in building content-based Recommender Systems, where CNN is used to learn the representation of recommended contents such as audio signals, item descriptions or documents and then the interaction of content representation and user profile is further exploited for making recommendations [16, 18, 20] . Different from existing Recommender systems using CNN to learn useful representation of user or item, we propose a method to exploit unknown rating's neighborhood information via local approximations. For each unknown rating's neighborhood Γ β (u, i), we get the value ofŷ i u (v, j) calculated by Equation (1). We extract features to capture the distributions of generated approximations. Each neighborhood is used as one data instance in input for training and testing. Firstly we calculate user similarity between u and v Figure 2 : Input data and CNN architecture. We use ratings in the range 1 to 5 for example. Distribution of approximations for an unknown rating is described along three dimensions: user similarity, item similarity and magnitudes, which serves as the 3D input to CNN and approximations in each magnitude are treated as one more channel. and item similarity between i and j by using the meta data. The similarity is computed based on a Gaussian Kernel. Then we split the range of similarity [0, 1] into 11 groups. Each group containŝ y i u (v, j) in one of ranges [0, 0.1), [0.1, 0.2), · · · , [0.9, 1) or 1. For each group of similarity we get the raw counts ofŷ i u (v, j) at different magnitudes. The format of input data is shown in Fig. 2 where we use the rating in a range from 1 to 5 for example.
We use CNN to capture complex latent relationships between users and items in the global neighborhood defined by Γ β (u, i) and local neighborhoods within Γ β (u, i). Our goal is to learn a highly nonlinear mapping from local approximations of a rating to a true rating. Fig. 2 shows detailed information of each layer. We use rectified linear unit (ReLU) function as activation function for each convolutional layer. To output a estimate of rating, the last layer uses linear function to fit target ratings and we minimize the mean squared error (MSE) as training objective. In another situation, we can also use Sigmoid activation and cross entropy loss to train a binary classification task, for example we predict if it is a like against dislike. We use Adam algorithm [12] to optimize for parameters.
EXPERIMENT
The proposed method was tested on two benchmark data sets, MovieLens 1M [1] and Epinions [5] data sets. Statistics of these two data sets are shown in Table 1 . The Epinions data was more sparse. We compared to four published methods, blind regression with Gaussian Kernel (BR+GK) [4] , SVD++ [10, 13] , neural collaborative filtering (NCF) [8] and graph convolutional matrix completion (GCMC) [19] . Our model is referred as CF_CNN (Collaborative Filtering with CNN).
All models were trained and tested with 5-fold cross validation (CV). For the proposed approach, we experimented with different 4} were tuned using a hold-out set in the training data (10% of training data) in the first CV fold. We observed that the architecture shown in Fig. 2 achieved the best performance in general on both MovieLens and Epinions data sets. We trained our model by 50 epochs in each CV. For the parameters in compared methods, we set the parameter β to be 5 and 1, the number of overlapping ratings L to be 8 and 2 on MovieLens 1M and Epinions respectively for BR+GK. We set number of factors to be 20 and also use other default parameters for SVD++ on both data sets. We set number of factors to be 10 and use default network setups for both Matrix Factorization and Multilayer perceptron modules in NCF. We also use default hyper-parameters for GCMC and train the model with 500 epochs on both two tested data sets.
We compared the averaged root mean square error (RMSE) on test set for estimating ratings. A lower RMSE indicates a better performance. The results are summarized in Table 2 , where the neighborhood was defined by β being 5 and 1 for MovieLens and Epinions respectively. The proposed method outperformed the other compared algorithms on both two data sets. GCMC achieved a better performance on MovieLens 1M than SVD++ and BR+GK, while SVD++ outweighed GCMC on Epinions. Since NCF model was derived to predict if it is a hit for a user-item pair, we did not apply the model in this experiment. The result shows that our model facilitates capturing complex collaborative information more accurately than using a Gaussian Kernel based weighted combination of approximations.
On MovieLens 1M data set, we also investigated how the neighborhood size impacts the compared algorithms' performance. We examined the numbers of elements in all extracted neighborhoods in test set of the first CV fold. As shown in Fig.3 with the red line, around 70% of test cases had more than 14000 elements in its neighborhood. We also compared the performance of SVD++, BR+GK and CF_CNN on neighborhoods with different sizes. It obviously showed that the performance became better when a neighborhood contained more neighbor ratings and thus there existed more local approximations. The performance gain achieved by SVD++ and CF_CNN compared to BR+GK became larger when there are more elements in a neighborhood. In experiments, it is also worth noting that the RMSE changed little after elements reached a certain volume, therefore it is possible to use a sufficient sample set of neighbors to make estimations good enough in practice for reducing computational costs.
Besides having our model estimate true ratings, we also tested the model's performance on predicting responses such as like or dislike. On both used data sets, we transformed ratings {4, 5} to 1 for a like and {1, 2, 3} to 0 for a dislike. For SVD++, BR+GK and GCMC, we did not retrain the model with binary labels. We used the output scores to rank candidate items for each user to test the performance on top K recommendations. We trained our proposed model and NCF model with binary labels and used probabilities of being a like to rank items for top K recommendations. To create the set of candidate items for one individual user, we randomly selected one positive sample and all negative samples from original test set in CV fold for a user, then we formed a new test set with selected (user, candidate items) pairs. We calculated normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) for each user and reported averaged NDCG over all selected users. Results are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. On each data set we firstly defined a minimum of negative samples in candidates and experimented with varying K for Top K recommendations, then we fixed K and experimented with increased number of negative samples. From the results we observed that the proposed CNN based model achieved a better performance in general.
CONCLUSIONS
We investigate a novel Machine Learning algorithm based on CNN techniques to estimate unknown user ratings in Recommender System. Our method uses features extracted from the neighborhood of unknown ratings via local approximations to capture complex latent user-item interactions. Experimental results on two benchmark data sets demonstrate that our proposed method achieved a better performance compared to the state-of-the-arts. Based on our observations on the relationship between neighborhood size and performance, our future interests may include exploring a strategy to reduce the computation complexity by dynamically adjusting neighborhood size with slight decrease in recommendation performance.
